
Soft Shelter





Sometimes when you are working  
in a more relaxed environment, you 
need to make an important phone 
call and don’t want to move to a 
meeting room. 

The high-sided version of  
Soft Shelter provides you with a 
comfortable, quiet place to make 
your calls, where you won’t distract 
nearby colleagues.

Soft Shelter is an easily 
configurable solution 
for creating innovative 
breakout space.

For more relaxed meetings, you and 
your team members can get together 
in comfort and if you need to use your 
laptops, just move ‘Slide’ or ‘Drift’ into 
place. Not only will you have a more 
ergonomic working position, but the 
integrated power in Soft Shelter 
means you won’t lose your work.





Key Features & Benefits 
 
Modular design allows for easy 
configuration and practicality

High, medium or low seat backs

Single chair or sofa style 
configurations

Can be arranged in rectangular or 
circular settings

Acoustic panels for noise damping

‘PowerCube’ option connects to a 
floorbox so you can charge laptops, 
phones and other peripherals. 
* Available October 2010 
 
Finishes

The upholstery and rear panel can  
be upholstered in a wide range  
of fabric designs.



Soft Shelter was designed by 
Johannes Torpe Studios (JTS)  
in collaboration with Haworth  
Asia Pacific. 

JTS is an internationally oriented 
design studio, producing work  
for clients across Europe and Asia.  
It is a creative melting pot 
representing a design/musical 
crossover. 

They have developed a tangible 
and intangible idiom – a language 
of creative simplicity expressed in 
cutting-edge designs and award 
winning performances. 



Dimensions

High rear panel 1350 mm
Medium rear panel 1050 mm
Single chair 935 mm x 886 mm x 1350/1050 mm
97 Degree end 839 mm x 886 mm
Mid Section 650 mm x 886 mm
120 degree corner 1195 mm x 1195 mm
90 degree corner 1015 mm x 1015 mm

Using a few simple pieces,
Soft Shelter can be configured 
to suit your needs, and 
reconfigured to adapt as you 
change and grow.




